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In 1901 John Muir wrote:

“Thousands of tired, nerve 

shaken, overcivilised 

people are beginning to find 

that going to the mountains 

is going home; that 

wilderness is a necessity; 

and that mountain parks 

and reserves are useful not 

only as fountains of timber 

and invigorating rivers but 

as fountains of life.”



Escaping from the city

• Urban environments constantly bombard us with 

stimulation and living or working there requires 

constant concentration.

• Natural areas stimulate us without effort, we do 

not have to concentrate, sounds are calming and 

colours help us to relax.

• This is known as “soft fascination” and relates to 

one of the leading theories: Attention Restoration 

Theory (Kaplan and Kaplan)



Main issues for planning and 

design 
• We want to encourage people to visit nature to 

improve their physical, mental and social well-

being

• Natural environments are sensitive to pressures 

from too many visitors, so their capacity should 

be respected

• Design of facilities should emphasise the contrast 

between urban and nature

• Sites should not be over-developed



Levels of planning

• Strategic planning: higher level goals set in legal 

and policy frameworks. 

• Territorial planning: translating strategic goals into 

spatially defined plans 

• Operational planning: applying plans over time, 

managing areas, providing facilities.



The planning circle



Territorial planning

• To match the pressure for different forms of 

activity to the capability of the landscape to 

accommodate it we can carry out a capacity 

assessment

• This balances the different sensitivities of the 

landscape to its suitability for activities 

• We can use the tool of a landscape character 

assessment as the framework for this
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Otepää, Winter capital of Estonia (in summer…)



Start of the ski-marathon through the Otepää landscape



Otepää Landscape Character Assessment



Assessing sensitivity: supply side

• Consider the different aspects which may be 

affected by specific forms of recreation

• Ecological sensitivity – eg. disturbance, trampling 

of vegetation

• Geophysical – eg. erosion of soil, water pollution

• Aesthetic/sensory – eg. views, noise, crowding, 

facilities

• Cultural – eg. historical features, damage risk

• Consider weighting of more important aspects





Assessing pressure: demand side

• Start with the suitability of each area for different 

forms of recreation

• Take account of what is there already 

• What is the actual or potential demand?

• Who might the user groups/target market be?

• Assess the pressure according to different types 

of activity





Assessing capacity

• Capacity is an interaction between sensitivity and 

pressure

• High sensitivity matched with high pressure leads 

to low capacity

• There may be differences in capacity according 

to different types of activity or seasons





DESIGN CONCEPTS



Key points for recreation design

• Reflect the character of the landscape and 

identify its Genus loci or spirit of place

• Use appropriate materials and forms of 

construction to fit that character and to be 

sustainable

• Enhance the contrast between urban and nature 

in all aspects of design

• Maximise accessibility and safety



Fox Glacier, New Zealand











DESIGNING THE VISIT

Providing the basic requirements 

for a visit, designed from the 

perspective of the visitor

























In conclusion

• When approaching site design for outdoor 

recreation, think of it from a visitor’s perspective

• We are putting elements into frequently beautiful 

and natural surroundings – let the landscape be 

itself and let us merely facilitate the recreational 

activities

• Facilities help us to manage access and to 

reduce damage to the landscape.



Three useful references for recreation planning 

and design



The End
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